[Contrast medium studies of the venous system].
To give an overview of various diagnostic techniques and indications for phlebography in different parts of the body. Procedures of conventional phlebography of the lower and upper extremity and cavography are described and their indications in comparison to alternative techniques are discussed. The literature is reviewed with regard to specific advantages and disadvantages of the different methods. Conventional phlebography with iodine contrast media is still considered to be the gold standard in many regards. The diagnosis of acute and chronic thrombotic disease, venous vascular occlusions, hemodynamic malfunctions and anatomic variants of the venous system can readily be established with contrast phlebography. Main disadvantages of contrast studies of the venous system are radiation exposure and adverse effects of contrast media. Non-invasive methods such as ultrasound and MR-phlebography are becoming more and more popular and may replace venography. Other techniques such as CT-phlebography and the use of CO2 as contrast medium are under investigation. The latter can be indicated in the case of contraindications against iodine contrast media. When choosing diagnostic methods for the venous system, their sensitivity and specificity for specific diagnoses and vascular territories have to be balanced against the risks and disadvantages.